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Figure 5-64. Follow-up of a case of keratoconus
is shown in curvature maps and a plot of CLMI Cc
from 6 tests over a period of almost 2 years. The
first 3 tests were done before, and the fourth test
after CXL treatment. The final 2 tests were done
after an ICR implant. The parameter Cc proves to
be ideal to show the natural progression of keratoconus and the stabilization after treatments.

Figure 5-65. Follow-up of the same case as in
Figure 5-64 is shown in a plot of HOAs of the
corneal wavefront and corneal OPD maps. The
higher-order RMS parameter quantifies visual
improvement, rather than a shape factor, and is
confirmed by patients’ self-report.
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In the new Scout software release, the CLMI applies
Gaussian measurement to better locate the keratoconus
apex as Cg, the CLMI circle C1 on the Gaussian map, and
the unbiased location of the ectasia. There is a move axis
to Gaussian apex option that places the map center of any
type of map (curvature, axial, and spherical offset) on the
center of circle C1. This option can be applied automatically to a number of maps, taken at different dates, in order
to better evaluate Sim-K and other shape factors within the
follow-up feature.

The Scout Follow-Up Feature
When a patient has undergone a series of 3 or more tests,
rather than comparing them in pairs (eg, with “pre-post”
differences like those in Figure 5-53), the clinician can
look at all the tests in a single window in order to evaluate
over time the changes of the various maps and parameters
including CLMI, Sim-K and other indices, or individual
corneal and ocular aberrations.
Figures 5-64 through 5-67 show some examples of the
Scout follow-up window. In this window, the clinician can
choose 1) the patient’s eye OD/OS (tabs on the left side);
2) the map type (circled in red, bottom left); and 3) the
parameter (circled in red, top-left) to be plotted. The maps
are updated in real-time and are shown in the middle of the
window, just below the plot of the selected measurement
unit. Their axes can be moved to the entrance pupil (button
at the bottom left) or to the “Gaussian apex” (Cg), but only

if a Gaussian map had been computed at least once. Moving
the axis will affect all the maps on the screen and the SimK readings but will not affect CLMI nor the aberrations.
Corneal wavefront maps can also be shown with pupil size
and aberrations chosen from the Zernike pyramid.
In Figure 5-64, we see the history of a keratoconic eye
over almost 2 years and after 2 kinds of treatments. In the
first 3 topographies, the progression of the cone steepness
is evident by the increase of Cc (ie, the average curvature in
D within the circle at the apex). After CXL treatment (test
#8-3), Cc regressed by more than 2 D. After implantation of
ICRs, the apical steepness dropped even more dramatically,
by more than 6 D. Figure 5-65 shows the same patient’s
tests, for which the clinician has selected the Corneal WA
(bottom tab, red circle, high orders maps) and to plot their
RMS value (upper tab, red circle).
This figure gives us a different perspective than Figure
5-64. Rather than changes in the corneal shape, it shows the
changes in the quality of vision. It explains why, in this particular case, the patient could not appreciate the regression
of cone steepness after CXL, but recognized the greater
improvement after ICR, which dramatically reduced HOAs,
especially coma.
Critical to the decision of whether a keratoconic patient
should have a CXL treatment or not, in addition to corneal
thickness, is whether his or her ectasia is stable or progressing. This assessment is not an easy task when changes are
slower or smaller than in the case shown in Figures 5-64
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Figure 5-66. An unoperated keratoconic eye
is followed over 8 years (2002 through 2010).
Average Sim-K is plotted, and axial maps are
shown.
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Figure 5-67. The same case as in Figure 5-66 is
shown after (1) moving the axis of the axial maps
to the “Gaussian apex,” Cg, as calculated by
CLMI, and (2) recalculating Sim K. The recalculated Sim K shows the likely progression during
the 4-year gap between tests.
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and 5-66. Most researchers who do not have a topographer
with CLMI and the “move axis” feature determine whether
the keratoconic ectasia is progressing by examining average
Sim-K values, which are calculated on the corneal vertex of
axial maps. This measurement can be reliable when the keratoconus apex is central. But in peripheral keratoconus, the
disease progression can reduce the flat Sim-K reading rather than increasing the steep Sim-K reading, making Sim-K
a very poor index as shown in Figure 5-66. Four years after
the first 2 tests, even axial maps show an increase in the
cone magnitude. Average Sim-K has increased by about
0.5 D, but in the subsequent maps, this value looks very
fuzzy. If the axes of the same maps are moved to the
Gaussian apex (see Figure 5-67), the etiology of average
Sim-K is clearer and is consistent with CLMI Cc and Cg.
After 4 years, the actual progression was almost 2.5 D, and
in the following years, another 0.5 to 0.7 D. By referring to
such a plot, the clinician can more objectively decide, and
involve the patient in the decision, whether to do a CXL or
perhaps wait for another 6 months of follow-up.
It has to be pointed out that plotting changes of only a
few tenths of a D requires a well-calibrated Keratron and a
good operator who makes use of the “repeatability check”
(see Figure 5-56) to get precise measurements.

Wavefront Analysis

Wavefront representations have been implemented in
the Keratron Scout software since 2001.93 These include
measuring the Corneal Wavefront (CW) a from Keratron
corneal topography, importing the OW from most commercial aberrometers through files containing Zernike terms
and pupil data, and calculating the Internal Wavefront
(IW) as the linear subtraction of Zernike terms (IW =
OW – CW). Other wavefront representations include refraction maps from selected Zernike terms and simulating
visual function (PSF, MTF) and performance (letter chart,
visual acuity, night vision). A more detailed description of
these functions,94,95 as well as wavefront analysis96 and
Zernike polynomials can be found elsewhere,97 and in the
Scout “on-line-help.” Here below, we summarize some
basic topics of the new features that allow CTs to “talk the
same language” as total wavefront analyzers.

The Corneal Wavefront: A New Way to
Represent Corneal Optics
The purpose of wavefront analysis (WA) is to measure
wavefront aberrations, and the purpose of CT is to measure corneal shape. However, more than 70% of the eye’s
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Figure 5-68. The right (top) and left eye (bottom) of
one of the authors are shown as Keratron topography
(left), ocular OPD (imported from a S/H aberrometer),
and Keratron corneal OPD (right column).
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refraction is due to the corneal first surface. Corneal distortion always affects total OW aberration more significantly
than any other interface. The CW, the component of the
OW due to the cornea, can be calculated from CT height
data and fit with a Zernike decomposition just as the OW
can be measured by an aberrometer and fit with Zernikes.
Placing the 2 Zernike representations side-by-side allows
inspection of the OW and the contribution of the CW.
Figure 5-68 shows maps of the OW of one of the author’s
right and left eyes, measured with a Shack Hartmann aberrometer, and of the CW, derived from corneal topography.
Only the high-order Zernike polynomials from 3rd to 5th
radial order are shown. As usual, there is similarity between
the OW and CW maps that shows how high-order aberrations of the cornea affect total ocular aberrations. However,
when total ocular aberrations are very low, there is much
less similarity between OW and CW representations of the
same eye, and internal aberrations IW become the predominant component of the OW.

D

From Corneal Geometry to Corneal
Wavefront Maps
Since 1994, several authors have conducted studies of the
CW from CT data, including Howland and colleagues98;
Hemenger and colleagues99; and, in 1997, Schwiegerling
and Greivenkamp.100 A comprehensive collection of CW
and IW studies under different patient conditions are
among the work of Marcos and others101,102 and Artal
and colleagues.103-106 Figure 5-69 illustrates a model of a
simplified procedure based on the optical path difference
(OPD; ie, the “least time” Fermat principle) in the “object
space.”99,107 If a cornea had an ideal shape and minimal
internal aberrations, then rays traced from the fovea would
exit parallel from the cornea and form a flat wavefront (see
Figure 5-69, green lines and yellow map on the top right)
and the aberrations would be zero. If the cornea is distorted
from this ideal shape (example Figure 5-69, orange lines),

Figure 5-69. A cornea with an inferior keratoconus accelerates
the rays in the superior and retards the rays in the inferior as
compared with the ideal cornea. These physical distortions
create a reversed aberrated wavefront whose height is scaled
about 1:3 to the corneal distortion.

the rays in one section (the superior) enter the air first where
they accelerate. Other rays (the inferior) remain in the cornea for a longer path and are retarded. In the time it takes
for a ray to travel about 3 µm in the cornea, it would travel
about 4 µm in the air (ie, rays travel [n-1] times faster in air
than in cornea, where n is the assumed refractive index).
For example, in Figure 5-69, a corneal distortion (b) of
3 µm will produce an OPD (a) 1 µm different from the ideal.
As a result, we can adopt a simple “rule of 3” from corneal
elevations:
Every 3 µm of distortion from the ideal shape of the cornea will produce about a +1-µm difference in the OPD map
and a -1-µm difference in the wavefront error map.
This simple rule can help estimate the thickness of a
soft contact lens to add to the cornea or the amount of corneal tissue to remove from the cornea in order to produce
a flat CW with no aberration, although some precautions

Placido Disk-Based Topographic Systems
should be followed for different refractive indices. The
CW OPD maps (see Figure 5-68) closely resemble topographic height maps, but there are conceptual differences
between the “spherical offset,” which shows a cause, and
OPD data, which show the effect. The “ideal cornea” is in
fact an ellipsoid centered on the corneal vertex. Its definition depends on refractive indices and pupil position and
requires matching the manifest patient refraction with the
corneal curvature at a preset “refractive zone.” In fact, the
Zernike term, defocus, Z(2, 0), which depends on the axial
length, is the only Zernike term that cannot be measured
from the cornea alone and must be input from the manifest
spherical equivalent refraction.

Zernike Decomposition of Corneal
Wavefront
In the wavefront module of the Scout software, the wavefront surface is calculated from corneal height, and Zernike
polynomials up to the 7th order are least-squares bestfit.108 For an accurate result, all corneal positions within
the selected pupil, weighted for their subtended area, are
involved in the fitting process. Piston and Tilt components
(Zernike radial orders 0 and 1), although calculated, are not
usually displayed.
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Figure 5-70. Pupil diameter and Zernike data selected in a
Scout wavefront window will affect the corneal wavefront
map, which further affects the simulation of the patient’s
vision.
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Zernike Selection and Graphical
Representations of the Aberrations

The user can select the pupil size, from 3 to 9 mm, and
any combination of Zernike terms to be represented by the
wavefront map by clicking on specific buttons, arranged as
suggested by the OSA standard pyramid.109 For example,
the user can select all orders from 2 to 7, the high orders
only, the high orders and astigmatism, only radial orders
from 3 to 5, or any combination of individual orders. When
the selection is confirmed, the relevant weighted sum of
Zernikes is calculated and reported in the map. The ray
tracing, the PSF, MTF, or visual-simulation selected in the
display panel at the top right in Figure 5-70 are updated
to show the effect of using only the selected Zernike
terms. Such a decomposition of the wavefront into selected
Zernike “ingredients” can support the clinician’s understanding of how individual or combined aberrations affect
vision. In the “Zernike” display panel (Figure 5-71), a
spectrum of the selected Zernike polynomials can be pictorially illustrated by selecting from the 5 different formats
(“Histogram,” “Color boxes,” “RMS skyline,” “Zernike
list,” or “Aberration summary”).
A clinically relevant representation is the “Aberration
summary.” Here, the aberrations at the opposite sides of the
OSA pyramid (“sine” + “cosine,” or positive and negative F
index) are presented not as individual Zernike terms, but as
their RMS sum. This sum is expressed in µm as well as in
“equivalent defocus” D and axis. For example, in the case
in Figure 5-71, the amount of primary coma is 0.13 D at

Figure 5-71. A number of alternative Zernike term formats are
shown by the Keratron software.

75 degrees, or 0.097 µm RMS (or the combination of sine
and cosine terms) at the selected pupil size. The equivalent defocus proposed by Dr. L. Thibos110 expresses the
wavefront variance in familiar dioptric terms. Reporting
the Zernike terms in defocus equivalent D has the further
advantage that D are fairly independent of pupil size, as
shown in a study by Indiana University.111 A green-yellowred pattern in Figure 5-71 suggests a likely normality of
individual aberrations.

From the Wavefront to Point Spread
Function, Modulation Transfer Function,
and Visual Simulations
The calculation of the PSF, the MTF, the visual simulation of 2 different letter charts (from 20/500 to 20/100
and from 20/100 to 20/20), and pictures of night vision
are not done by simple ray-tracing, but by complex mathematics using Fourier optics on the pupil size area and the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), as summarized in Figure
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Figure 5-72. From wavefront OPD maps, PSF, MTF, and visual
simulations are calculated using FFTs.
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5-72. Only this process produces faithful simulations112 by
including the effect of both the wave propagation and the
diffraction created by the pupil edge. Simplified patterns
or retinal spot-diagrams should not be confused with the
real PSF.

The Clinical Utility
Wavefront Measurement

T
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Figure 5-73. Example of a simulated PSF from a corneal wavefront map (OPD) compared with a drawing of the equivalent
manifest PSF by the subject in scotopic conditions. (Reprinted
with permission of Professor B. Barsky.).

of
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Corneal

CW measurement is not intended to replace WA. This
new representation has special clinical utility because it
evaluates corneal optics using the same “language” as
wavefront analyzers and can be decomposed by Zernike
fitting into representations analogous to WA, including
simulated visual acuity, PSF, MTF, and other quantities that
assess quality of vision. In this respect, the CW is a more
sensible representation of corneal optics than either axial or
refractive maps. Unlike WA, CT data allow investigators to
assess the CW under varying conditions such as pupil size
and position.
CW analysis can help clinicians understand patient comfort or discomfort despite apparently bad or good corneal
conditions, may aid in the design of surgical interventions,
and may predict the efficiency of strategies that concentrate
on removing only extremely disturbing aberrations. Visual
simulations of the CW are not to be regarded as a curiosity
but as new, very powerful tools for clinicians. In addition
to internal aberrations, light scattering, media opacity,
and retinal problems may cause these simulations to differ from reality. However, in an example (Figure 5-73),
we can appreciate how well the corneal PSF matches the
patient’s drawing of a small spot of light. Both the CW and
the drawing were made under the same lighting, and therefore pupil, conditions. This example shows that the CW
simulations, which directly derive from the corneal PSF,
can be especially realistic in the presence of high corneal
aberrations, which are difficult to measure directly with an
aberrometer.

Links With Excimer Lasers

Keratron height data can be output to files for any
“third-party” software application. Specific links have been
developed in agreement with Schwind Eye-Tech Solutions
(Kleinostheim, Germany) and Nidek (Gamagori, Japan).
These include a “topo-link” with Schwind, the Optimized
Refractive Keratectomy—topography (ORK-t) software
(now obsolete) and a versatile link with Nidek “FinalFit.”
Optikon pioneered with Schwind the adaptation of CW
features to link a Keratron with an excimer laser system.
The Scout software’s CW was linked to the Optimized
Refractive Keratectomy—wavefront (ORKw), software that
had been previously developed by Schwind for OW links
with ESIRIS. The first case of a photo-ablative treatment using a corneal-wavefront link was made by Dr. M.
Camellin on February 2002.78 Other medical researchers
extended this experience in the next few years, including Bonci,113 Barraquer (Bogotà, Colombia), Arbelaez,114
Rummelt,115,116 Siganos,117 and others. (For more complete and updated documentation, contact Schwind’s APM
department and the Web site at www.eye-tech-solutions.
com.)
In principle, the following are advantages of a CW link
with respect to topography, OW, or both:
• Optimization of the ablation pattern volume
• Simpler comparison of results with the target
• Overcoming some limits of Munnerlyn formulas118,119
• The possibility of aberration management
• The possibility of interaction with aberrometers
A more detailed description of these arguments can be
found in quoted papers and in a book on LASEK and ASA
edited by Camellin.120
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Fitting Contact Lenses With
the Keratron’s Software
The Keratron’s accuracy in tracking both small local
and peripheral corneal distortion produces sensitive heightdifference fluorescein pattern algorithms to guide a user
through easy design and simulation of contact lenses fitting.
The user interface is ergonomic for easy familiarization,
even for old-fashioned practitioners. Classic methods allow
users to select or fit lenses according to central K-readings and corneal diameter. However, the Scout software’s
Contact Lens Editor (CLE) introduces a number of radically new height-fitting methods and protocols.
The CLE is a software module that is accessed by
clicking any map or processed image from the database.
Although maps usually cover 80% to 90% of the cornea, a
preliminary extrapolation, placing 3 points around the limbal edge, is required to fill the gaps and to measure corneal
diameter at the same time.
Some specially automated “lens-family protocols” are
provided to guide the user through a large number of virtual
trial-sets including the first, made for Horus (Verona, Italy)
contact lenses121 and similar sets including TS (Milano,
Italy) and Soleko (Pontecorvo, Italy).
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Figure 5-74. The Scout software module CLE is used to fit to
a keratoconic cornea using a “virtual trial set” and a custom
designed triconic lens.
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The Scout Contact Lens Editor

The Keratron’s CLE windows and menu offer several
choices:
• Select a virtual trial set from among a wide number
of CL manufacturers (registered users, see Scout CDROM or Optikon Web site) to simulate the fitting of
a lens.
• Fit a custom multi-curve contact lens according to
classical criteria “Contour” and “OC+2.”
• Or, fit a custom lens using a “height-fitting” method
that includes multi-curve (up to 5 zones), multi-conic
(Figure 5-74), toric (up to 4 zones), or Ortho-K lenses
(5 zones, inverse geometry, Figure 5-75).
A number of tools allow the user to evaluate and optimize fitting and design:
• A clearance panel (eg, bottom right in Figure 5-74B
and C) plots the cross-sectional vertical distance
between the lens and the cornea in µm. Clicking on
the map is sufficient to select the meridian and see
how the relevant clearance section changes.
• Moving the lens by drag-and-drop to any point on the
cornea simulates real lens movement on the eye and
is used to find the point of maximum symmetry, a
recommended first step.
• Tilting the lens along the flattest and steepest meridians, using 4 buttons on the map, simulates the effect
of blinking, and gravity.

Figure 5-75. In this example of the CLE’s use to fit a young
patient with an ortho-K contact lens, the protocol projects
a 10.1-mm lens to get 15 µm of clearance at the apex and a
parallel fit in the midperiphery, with a “compression factor”
of -1.75 D.

• Indenting the lens (ie, pushing in or pulling out) simulates the effect of indentation and compares this with
the pattern of a tight lens.
• Programming the “lens selection protocol” (ie, the
way the lens is first chosen within any trial-set). The
protocol can be either classical curvature (ie, according to K-readings and toricity) or the default “heightfitting” protocol, which leaves an “apical clearance”
of 10 µm.
• Evaluating the residual cylinder of a front spherical
lens or designing the ideal front toric with a lens
power input and calculator panel.
Figure 5-74 shows contact lens fitting to a keratoconic
cornea (A) using the Scout CLE and 2 methods: B) a lens
selected from a “virtual trial set” and C) a custom-designed
tri-conic lens created automatically with the “height-fitting” (aspheric) feature. The “clearance panel” shows how
well the contact lens conforms to the flat corneal meridian
when the lens is properly placed on the cone’s apex. Figure
5-75 shows an example of Ortho-K contact lens fitting.
The user can create or select from among the available
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“height-fitting” protocols to modify the data. The protocol
in this example projects a 10.1-mm lens to get 15 µm of
clearance at the apex and a parallel fit in the midperiphery,
with a “compression factor” of -1.75 D. The operator must
then input only the desired correction in the panel (A), and
the software will automatically calculate the parameters
of a 5-curve CL reported in panel (C). Note the similarity between the desired (B) and achieved clearance plots
(D), despite natural corneal asymmetries. It is unique to
the Scout that all geometric components of the lens are not
empirically extrapolated from Sim-K, Ro, and e values,
but are calculated on actual corneal heights, measured
by Keratron’s along the flat meridian. This optimizes the
design, even with complex and asymmetric corneas.
Lens designs can be saved and attached to the relevant
corneal topography, up to 8 different designs per image.
The CLE fluorescein simulations have advantages over
real fluorescein testing at the slit-lamp because the topographers’ “virtual reality” fitting is static and does not stress
the cornea. A physical test can hide how much the cornea
is fitting itself to the lens as the lens shapes, possibly creating patient discomfort and warpages like those shown in
Figure 5-50.
As a general result, many optometrists using a Keratron
have improved their RGP first lens success fitting rate
between 30%to 40% and 80% to 90% and higher.
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Figure 5-76. CALCO windows include the tear-layer screen,
which contains data on how a lens fits a corneal semi-meridian according to the parameter of clearance between the
cornea and lens.
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Calco Lenses and Other Third-Party
Links

Not including Berkeley UC’s OPTICAL research project,122 Eikon’s (Firenze, Italy) Calco was the first commercial third-party software provider to manufacture fully
custom contact lenses based on Keratron data beginning
in 1996.123-125 In Latin, “Calco” means “cast.” The basic
idea of Calco Lens Designs is a strict integration between
corneal topography and contact lens manufacture. The
earliest contact lens manufacturing lathes were designed
to cut sphere-based geometries. New-generation lathes (eg,
the Rank-Pneumo Optoform, by Taylor Hobson, Leicester,
UK, and later Precitech Keene, NH) overcame these limitations by designing complex aspherical profiles made of
a large number of small steps with a resolution down to
10 nm. Such geometries can significantly improve comfort
and global performance of an RGP lens. A natural evolution was to manufacture an optimized contact lens based
on accurate elevation data from the Scout. This gives the
fitter the capability of designing an aspheric lens according
to fitting parameters rather than complex geometric ones.
In fact, the first step in lens design is to define the desired
tear layer shape (Figure 5-76). The “tear layer” screen
contains data on how a lens fits a corneal semi-meridian.
The lens design is controlled by the clearance between
cornea and lens. Diameters and lifts are chosen in order to
optimize the lens with respect to power, thickness, optical

zone, correction of lens SAs, and multifocal optic options.
This approach allows full control of the design because the
parameter of clearance between the cornea and lens is much
closer to fitting philosophy than the parameter of eccentricity. Moreover, working with clearance frees the fitter from
the overhead of managing complex geometrical parameters.
The use of Calco Lens Design has dramatically improved
first fit success rate and patient comfort in a number of
complex situations.
Figure 5-77 illustrates some examples:
• Early stage keratoconus: The design is chosen as a
conform fit, moderately flat. The slit-lamp image
confirms comfortable wear.
• Post-hyperopic PRK treatment: The design leaves a
small central clearance; The slit-lamp image shows
lens stability and good physiological response.
• A rare superior keratoconus: An axial symmetry
design, confirmed by the patient and the slit-lamp
image as having good positioning, high visual acuity,
and comfort.
Following Eikon’s Calco, other fully custom methods
designed to link the Scout with third-party software have
been developed by companies all over the world. Dr.
Edward’s WAVE126,127 (Figure 5-78) is very popular, especially in the United States, as well as Europe’s ProCornea’s
EyeLite and Ing. Liffredo’s Focal Points.128 These programs import complete data from the Keratron’s Scout
software to specialized labs (eg, Eikon, VerkerOptik [now
Optiek Verkerk, Amersfoort, The Netherlands], ProCornea
[Eerbeek, The Netherlands], Essilor [Wiener Neudorf,
Austria], No7 [East Sussex, UK], Eyequip [Jacksonville,
FL], etc) to manufacture fully custom lenses.
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Figure 5-77. Examples of CALCO lens designs including early
stage keratoconus, post-hyperopic PRK treatment, and a rare
superior keratoconus.

Figure 5-78. The popular WAVE program
(www.wavecontactlenses.com) is shown in a
screen shot.

Conclusion

register at www.optikon.com in order to download software
updates and be notified by e-mail. We hope that all current
and future Keratron users will continue to appreciate our
commitment to maintain our state-of-the-art topographic
systems. I invite them to continue to report to us their feedback and suggestions.
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Thousands of users and researchers from around the
world have been using the Keratron CTs since 1993 in
their clinical practice and studies. Since then, the Optikon
Keratron team has improved the software and hardware
of this family of CTs. All Keratron owners are invited to

ASTRAMAX COMPREHENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC WORKSTATION
WITH POLAR GRID TOPOGRAPHY
David D. Liu, PhD; Jia Qu, MD; Shihao Chen, MD, OD, MS;
Tracy S. Swartz, OD, MD, FAAO; and Ming Wang, MD, PhD

I

nnovation and technology advancement has afforded ophthalmologists and optometrists with diagnostic
equipment of unprecedented sophistication. As such, clinicians expect more measurements and diagnostic capabilities from modern-day topographers. LaserSight’s AstraMax
(Winter Park, FL) multi-camera topographer is designed for
this purpose with hardware and software integration that
gives the system a variety of corneal and pupil diagnostic
functions.129 One of AstraMax’s most critical measurements for custom ablation is the anterior and posterior

corneal elevation with a range from 0.00 to 2.60 mm and
accuracy to ±1 µm. AstraMax acquires images in less than
0.2 seconds, eliminating the need for software or straps to
compensate for eye movements. AstraMax also generates
anterior and posterior axial, instantaneous curvature maps
and different comparative options of the displays, processing data within 10 to 15 seconds. Information can also be
displayed as point spread and modular transfer functions,
Zernike coefficients, plus a variety of physician-adjusted
preferences to customize the software.
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Figure 5-120. The comparison map compares topography over
time, such as in this case of corneal stabilization after contact
lens removal in a patient planning for excimer laser surgery.
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Figure 5-121. Holladay diagnostic summary in a patient with
early keratoconus.
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cornea displayed shows the classic pattern of inferior steepening in the Local Radius of Curvature Map in the upper
right map and also a correlating change in the Asphericity
Difference Map in the lower left demonstrating that the
area of the keratoconus significantly alters the normal rate
of flattening of the cornea from center to periphery. The
Potential Corneal Acuity Map in the lower right reveals
a pattern of inferior mire distortion expected in classic
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